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Abstract
We show that Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) predict distinct galactic acceleration
curve geometries in g2-space — the space of total observed centripetal accelerations gtot vs the
inferred Newtonian acceleration from baryonic matter gN — and corresponding rotation speed
curves: MOND modified gravity predicts cored geometries for isolated galaxies while MOND mod-
ified inertia yields neutral geometries, ie. neither cuspy or cored, based on a cusp-core classification
of galaxy rotation curve geometry in g2-space — rather than on inferred DM density profiles.
The classification can be applied both to DM and modified gravity models as well as data and
implies a cusp-core challenge for MOND from observations, for example of cuspy galaxies, which
is different from the so-called cusp-core problem of dark matter (DM). We illustrate this challenge
by a number of cuspy and also cored galaxies from the SPARC rotation curve database, which
deviate significantly from the MOND modified gravity and MOND modified inertia predictions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The missing mass problem in astrophysical systems from galaxies and galaxy clusters to the
CMB is well established. Gravitational potentials are observed to be deeper than predicted
from the visible matter distributions in Newtonian gravity. Early observations of this phe-
nomenon include the velocity dispersion of galaxies in clusters [1] and galactic rotation curves
[2–4]. Both particle Dark Matter [5, 6] (DM) and Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND)
[7] were proposed as explanations of these observations. In MOND the acceleration of test
particles is modified, with respect to the Newtonian prediction, below a characteristic ac-
celeration scale g0 ∼ 10−10m/s2. to yield asymptotically constant speeds in rotation curves
at large radii and low accelerations [8–12] as observed. It also provides a correlation of this
asymptotic speed with the total baryonic mass in the galaxy, i.e. the baryonic Tully-Fisher
relation [13, 14]. However, it has been argued that MOND cannot account for the entire
missing mass observed in galaxy clusters [15] and today the more recent observations of
merging clusters [16] and the measurements of the cosmic microwave background [17–19] is
considered by many as a challenge for MOND. For a review of MOND and observations,
see [20]. Despite these known challenges, it is of obvious interest to investigate in detail the
predictions of MOND for rotation curves beyond the asymptotic velocities at large radii.
Recently the entire sample of Galaxies in the SPARC data base was compared to a
MOND modified inertia model in and it was found that the fit residuals were gaussian and
of the expected size [10–12] . However in [21] it was shown that data at small radii deviate
significantly from the MOND modified inertia fit. Since the sample of data at small radii is
a few hundred points compared to the few thousand points at large radii the discrepancy is
only apparent in the residuals if these data are treated separately (see also Fig. 5 below) or if
galaxies are considered individually [22] (see also Fig. 4 below). Investigating data points at
small radii separately is well motivated as this is where the predictions of different models
of the missing mass problem deviate significantly. In particular MOND modified gravity
and MOND modified inertia models only deviate in their predictions at small radii, and in
a definite manner, as we show here.
Early simulations of structure formation with cold collisionless DM particles and no
baryons found universal cuspy NFW-like DM density profiles in halos ranging from dwarf
galaxies to galaxy clusters [23]. This profile fits rotation curve data at large radii in galaxies
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and clusters, but not in all cases at small radii. The inferred DM densities from some
observed clusters and gas-rich halo dominated dwarf spirals is less steep, i.e. more cored,
than the NFW profile in the inner regions [24]. This has become known as the cusp-core
problem for DM. More recent DM only simulations find some systematic departures from
the NFW profile and some diversity in resulting rotation curves [25]. But still these DM
only simulations show little variation in rotation curve profiles with the same asymptotic
maximal rotational velocity [26] while observed rotation curves of dwarf galaxies do show
such a variation. This has been termed the diversity problem. Whether the cusp-core
problem or the diversity problem is a problem of DM, or rather of simulations with limited
resolution and without inclusion of baryons remains debated, as simulations with baryonic
feedback included do find cored profiles [27–29].
In this paper we identify a different cusp-core challenge pertaining to MOND which is
essentially the opposite of that for DM. To do so we first provide a definition and classification
of cuspy and cored galaxies based on acceleration curve geometry in g2-space following [21] —
i.e. the space of total centripetal accelerations gobs vs the Newtonian centripetal acceleration
from baryonic matter gbar — rather than on inferred DM density profiles. This classification
is directly applicable to both MOND and DM models. We show that MOND modified
gravity models, in the Bekenstein-Milgrom formulation, lead to cored acceleration curve
geometries in g2-space and corresponding rotation speed curves — a consequence of the so-
called solenoidal acceleration field in these models. We first illustrate this using analytical
approximations [30] and by investigating the curl of the solenoidal field, before we explicitly
solve the MOND modified Poisson equation using the N-Mody code [31]. In contrast MOND
modified inertia curves provide a definition of ’neutral’ curves, neither cuspy nor cored, as
benchmark.
A way to test MOND modified gravity is therefore to look for cuspy galaxies as well as
cored galaxies which deviate from the specific cored geometries predicted by MOND modified
gravity models. We therefore compare the SPARC rotation curve data of selected galaxies
with predictions from MOND modified gravity models, and find that also the observed
geometry of the cored galaxies is different from that predicted for MOND. This extends our
previous analyses of MOND modified inertia models [21, 22].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present our definition and classification
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of cuspy, neutral, and cored galaxies based on rotation curve geometry in g2-space. In
Secton III we discuss MOND modified gravity and MOND modified inertia models. We
show that MOND modified gravity yields cored rotation curve geometries, which tend to
neutral geometries for spherical mass distributions. We show this using general properties of
the MOND solenoidal field, analytic approximations and full numerical solutions using the
N-Mody code [31]. Instead MOND modified inertia leads to neutral rotation curve geometries
universally, independent of the matter distribution.
II. CLASSIFICATION OF CUSPY AND CORED GEOMETRIES IN g2-SPACE
We begin by reviewing some geometric characteristics of galactic centripetal acceleration
curves which we refer to as g2-space curves — the space of total predicted1 centripetal
accelerations gtot vs the Newtonian acceleration from baryons gN — following [21]. Examples
of MOND modified gravity and MOND modified inertia curves in g2-space are shown in
Fig. 1 left panel and in Fig. 3 left panel. Examples of g2-space data curves — the space
of total observed centripetal accelerations gobs vs the inferred Newtonian acceleration from
baryons gbar — from the SPARC database are shown in Fig. 4 top panels.
We first define the radii, rtot and rN as the locations at which the centripetal accelerations
gtot and gN are maximum:
gN(rN) = max{gN(r)}, gtot(rtot) = max{gtot(r)} . (1)
These radii are indicated in the left panel of Fig. 1 and from these radii we define the
acceleration ratios
gˆtot(r) ≡ gtot(r)/gtot(rN), gˆN(r) ≡ gN(r)/gN(rN). (2)
When we later study SPARC data, the equivalent data ratios gˆbar(rj,G) and gˆobs(rj,G), of the
measurements at the jth radius point in the Galaxy G will be free of relevant systematic
uncertainties [21] as we return to below.
We will classify galaxies as cuspy if rtot < rN, neutral if rtot = rN and cored if rtot > rN.
More generally we are interested in the relative location of the entire curve segment C+ at
1 As in [21] we use gtot for total predicted model accelerations and gobs for the total observed. Similarly
we use gN for the Newtonian accelerations from baryons in a given model and gbar for the same inferred
quantitiy from data.
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FIG. 1: Left panel: Centripetal acceleration curves in g2-space with the quantities rtot, rN and
C± shown, used for classification in table I. The grey solid line shows a MOND modified inertia
curve with the radius of maximum baryonic acceleration and maximum total acceleration rN = rtot
indicated. Also the curve segments C+ and C− coincide so the curve area is A(C) = 0. The grey
dotted and and black dotted curves show the C± curve segments of a MOND modified gravity curve,
using the Brada-Milgrom approximation in Eq. (9), with rtot > rN and A(C) > 0. The baryonic
matter is for both an infinitely thin exponential disk Σ(r) = Σ0e
−r/rd . The arrow indicates the
direction of increasing radius along the curve. Right panel: The corresponding rotation curves
large radii and that at small radii C− defined with respect to some reference radii r∗ [22].
In this study we take rN and so define
C+ = {(gN(r), gtot(r)); r > rN}, C− = {(gN(r), gtot(r)); r < rN} (3)
Galaxies are cuspy if C+ < C−, in the sense that the former curve segment lies above the
latter, they are neutral if C+ = C− and cored if C+ > C−. Finally we can classify g2-space
model curves according to whether they are open curves as a NFW profile DM model or
closed curves with (gN(∞), gtot(∞)) = (gN(0), gtot(0)) = (0, 0). If they are closed we can
further classify the curves according to the signed curve area A(C) with curves running
counterclockwise, as parameterized by the radius r running from r = 0 to r = ∞, defined
to have positive area. From the quantites rN,tot, C
± and A(C) we define cuspy, neutral and
cored geometries as in table I.
Our definition is more general than that normally used for DM profiles, but a DM model
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Models Reference radii Accelerations Curve segments Signed Curve Area
Cuspy rtot < rN gˆtot(rtot) > 1 C+ < C− A(C) < 0 or open curve
Neutral rtot = rN gˆtot(rtot) = 1 C+ = C− A(C) = 0
Cored rtot > rN gˆtot(rtot) > 1, C+ > C− A(C) > 0
Data
Cuspy robs,G < rbar,G gˆobs,G(robs,G) > 1 C+ < C−
Neutral robs,G = rbar,G gˆobs,G(robs,G) = 1 C+ = C−
Cored robs,G > rbar,G gˆobs,G(robs,G) > 1 C+ > C−
TABLE I: Global characteristics of cuspy, neutral and cored geometries of rotation acceleration
curves for models (top three rows) and for data (bottom three rows)in g2-space. The characteri-
zation applies to modified gravity and DM models alike. The reference radii rtot and rN are the
radii of maximum total acceleration and maximum baryonic acceleration, as defined in Eq. (1).
The reference radii robs and rbar are the analogues in data. The curve segments C± are defined in
Eq. (3).
with NFW like profile is cuspy also according to our definition while that of DM with a
quasi-isothermal profile is cored as illustrated in [21]. From the right panel of Fig. 1 it is
also seen that the MOND modified gravity rotation speed curve indeed has a more shallow
approach to zero radius relative to the MOND modified inertia rotation speed curve. This
would correspond to a more cored density profile in the former case if it arose from DM. It is
also seen that while the difference in g2-space curves is very significant the effect is modest
at the level of the rotation speed curve.
III. MOND MODELS AND THEIR g2-SPACE GEOMETRIES
In this section we show that MOND modified gravity leads to cored geometries with
rtot > rN, C+ > C− and A(C) > 0 for isolated galaxies with axisymmetric mass distributions.
The resulting rotation speed curves are more shallow than MOND modified inertia which
universally leads to the geometries which we here term neutral. As were already discussed
in [21] they are characterized by rtot = rN, C+ = C− and A(C) = 0. Examples of MOND
modified gravity (black and coloured dotted lines) and MOND modified inertia (grey solid
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lines) curves in g2-space are displayed in the left panels of Fig. 1 and in Fig. 3.
The cored MOND modified gravity geometries reduce to the neutral MOND modified
inertia geometries for spherical mass distributions. To show the cored geometries of MOND
modified gravity we start from analytical approximations and the simpler Quasilinear MOND
modified gravity models [32] and finally solve the MOND modified gravity curves explicitly
using the N-MODY code [31].
MOND modified gravity: In the Bekenstein-Milgrom formulation of MOND modified
gravity models [33] the total centripetal acceleration in a galaxy is determined via a modified
Poisson equation for the MOND potential field ψ
~∇· (µ( |
~∇ψ|
g0
)~∇ψ) = 4piGρ. (4)
In this equation −~∇ψ = ~gM is the MOND acceleration and g0 ∼ 10−10 ms2 is a characteristic
acceleration scale such that the interpolation function µ(x) smoothly interpolates between
the Newtonian regime µ(x) ' 1 for x 1 and the deep mondian regime µ(x) ' x for x 1
with xµ(x) monotonic. The limiting behaviour of µ(x) for x 1 is clearly required to recover
Newtonian dynamics and the limiting behaviour in the deep Mondian limit leads to constant
rotation curve speeds at large radii. The modified Poisson equation, Eq. (4), is derived from
a general extension of the Lagrange for Newtonian gravity under the assumption that the
acceleration ~gM arises from a single potential [33].
Using the Poisson equation for the Newtonian potential Φ, 4piGρ = ~∇2Φ = −~∇·~gN, where
~gN is the acceleration predicted by Newtonian dynamics, the modified Poisson equation may
be rewritten in terms of accelerations as
µ(
gM
g0
)~gM = ~gN + ~S = ~q, ~gM = ν(
q
g0
)~q, . (5)
where the solenoidal field ~S has zero divergence ∇ · ~S = 0. The inverse interpolation
function ν(y) is defined such that ν(y) ≡ I−1(y)/y with I(x) = xµ(x) = y. A number of
interpolation functions µ(x) and inverse interpolation functions ν(y) have been considered
in the literature, e.g. [34, 35]. Here we consider two inverse interpolation functions: The
ν1(y) function used in the N-MODY code and the ν2(y) proposed in [20, 36, 37] and used to
fit the SPARC galaxy data in [10, 11]:
ν(y)1 =
√
1
2
(1 +
√
1 +
4
y2
), ν(y)2 =
1
1− e−√y . (6)
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The corresponding µ1 function is µ1(x) =
x√
1+x2
while µ2 is transcendental.
MOND modified inertia: For spherical matter distributions ~S = ~0 [33], and it follows
that in this special case the Newtonian and MOND (~gMI) accelerations are related as
~gN = µ(
gMI
g0
)~gMI ; ~gMI = ν(
gN
g0
)~gN , (7)
These relations with ~S = ~0 also hold in so-called MOND modified inertia models [7] for
any matter distributions. We therefore denote the MOND acceleration as ~gMI in this case.
MOND modified inertia is often used for comparing MOND with rotation curve data irre-
spective of the distinction between MOND modified inertia and MOND modified gravity.
However, the acceleration ~gMI is not in general derivable from a potential as ~gM defined via
Eq. (4) is and as seen above, the g2-space geometry of the two are distinctly different.
Since the function xµ(x) is monotonic, the function ~gMI(gN) is one-to-one. Then since
the Newtonian acceleration gN(r) goes to zero for both large and small radii, the g2-space
curves C of MOND modified inertia are closed curves with zero area. They are universally
— i.e. independent of the underlying baryonic matter distribution and independent of the
details of the interpolation function — neutral geometries according to the classification of
table I. The MOND modified inertia curve in Fig. 1 (solid grey line) is computed from an
infinitely thin exponential disk for the baryonic mass as indicated on the figure while that
in Fig. 3 is computed from a sum of 3 Miyamoto-Nagai disks as discussed in Sec. III B.
A. The Deep Mondian Regimes at Large and Small Radii
At large radii the solenoidal field ~S in Eq. (5) vanishes faster than the Newtonian ac-
celeration ~gN and so can be neglected. More precisely the unitless Newtonian acceleration
y = gN/g0 falls off as y ∼ 1/r2 while the solenoidal field ~S vanishes faster than 1/r3 as
shown in [33]. Since the inverse interpolation function in the deep mondian limit y → 0
behaves as ν(y)→ y−1/2 the large radius limit of the Mondian acceleration is related to the
Newtonian as
gM → √gNg0, for r →∞ (8)
The g2-space curves and rotation speed curves of MOND modified inertia and MOND mod-
ified gravity therefore always coincide at large radii. This is seen in the top left panels of
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Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 where all curves coincide at large radii, coresponding to the gN → 0 parts
of the C+ curve segments (the upper curve segments).
Analytical approximations: To study the deep mondian limit y → 0 at small radii it
is instructive to consider an analytic approximation to MOND modified gravity for infinitely
thin disks. In particular we consider an exponential disk with surface mass density Σ(r) =
Σ0e
−r/rd . In this case an approximate expression for the resulting centripetal acceleration
gBM,r in MOND modified gravity was given by Brada and Milgrom in [30]. Taking Eq. (7)
as an approximation for the MOND modified gravity acceleration outside the disk and then
taking into account the discontinuity of the z-component of the acceleration inside the disk,
one finds the radial acceleration in the plane of the infinitely thin disk:
gBM,r(gN, r) = ν(
g+N
g0
)gN,r, gN+ =
√
g2N,r + (2piGΣ(r))
2; (9)
where gN+ is the the total acceleration in the disk, including the discontinuity in the z-
component by taking the limit z → 0+ from the upper half plane. Given the limiting
behaviour of the density Σ(r) at large and small radii we find the centripetal acceleration
in the two deep MOND regimes to be
gBM,r = ν(
g+N
g0
)gN,r → √gN,rg0, for r →∞ (10)
gBM,r = ν(
g+N
g0
)gN,r →
√
g0
Σ0
gN,r, for r → 0
At large radii this MOND modified gravity approximation coincides with MOND modified
inertia as it should while at small radii it is reduced by a factor
√
gN,r
Σ0
< 1 relative to MOND
modified inertia. In the deep MOND regime at small radii, the MOND and Newtonian
accelerations are linearly related as opposed to the square root relation in the deep MOND
regime at large radii. We show this MOND modified gravity approximation in Fig. 1 as the
dotted acceleration (left panel) and speed curves (right panel) and in Fig. 3 as the dotted
black curve. The square root and linear behaviour of gBM,r as a function of gN,r in the deep
Mondian regimes at small and large radii respectively are clearly seen in the figures. It
follows that in this approximation MOND modified gravity curves are cored with rtot > rN ,
C+ > C− and A(C) > 0.
It is also possible to start from a spherical potential for which the MOND modified gravity
acceleration coincides with the MOND modified inertia exactly. By adding an axisymmetric
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perturbation one can compute the solenoidal field ~S as a function of this perturbation. This
is done in [31]. We now discuss how the cored geometry of MOND modified gravity arises
beyond the infinitely thin disk approximation or the approximation of a nearly spherical
mass distribution.
Quasilinear MOND modified gravity:
Before solving the full MOND modified gravity geometries it is also instructive to consider
the quasilinear version of MOND modified gravity (QUMOND) [32] to see the origin of the
cored geometry. The QUMOND acceleration ~gQM is obtained by starting from the (pristine)
MOND modified inertia acceleration ~gMI in the right hand side of Eq. (7) and then adding
a solenoidal field ~σ = ∇× ~A to enforce that the resulting QUMOND acceleration ~gQM has
zero curl. this ensures that the QUMOND acceleration is derivable from a potential:
~gQM = ν(
gN
g0
)~gN + ~σ, ∇× ~σ = −ν
′
g0
∇gN × ~gN, (11)
where the curl of ~σ follows from the requirement ∇× ~gQM = ~0 such that ~gQM = −∇ψQM .
This allow us to determine ∇× ~σ straightforwardly in terms of the newtonian potential. .
Due to the axisymmetry of the matter distribution, the curl ∇ × ~σ is purely in the
azimuthal direction and using the second identity in Eq. (11) we can also determine the sign
of ∇× ~σ in the azimuthal direction to be negative. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a Miyamoto-
Nagai (MN) potential given in Eq. 15 and reviewed in Sec. III B. The scale length a, scale
height b and mass scale M of the MN model used in the figure are a = 1, b = 0.5 and M = 1
(bottom left). The negative sign arises as follows: For z ≥ 0 the gradient ∇gN is dominantly
in the z-direction for a non-spherical, axisymmetric mass distribution (It is zero in the plane
by symmetry unless the disk is infinitely thin) while ~gN is dominantly in the negative r-
direction. This is illustrated for the MN model in Fig. 2 in the left and middle panels
respectively. It is particularly clear at the line of maximum radial acceleration ∂rgN = 0
near r = 1.1 where ∇gN points entirely in the positive z-direction while ~gN is dominantly
in the negative radial direction. Then since ν ′ < 0 in the mondian regimes at small and
large radii we have that ∇ × ~σ is in the negative azimuthal direction as seen in the right
hand panel of the figure and consequently ~σ circulates in the counterclockwise direction in
the (r, z)-plane.
At large radii ~σ is negligible but at small radii the radial component of ~gQM is reduced as
compared to the radial component of ~gMI because the radial acceleration from the solenoidal
10
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FIG. 2: The gradient of the norm of the Newtonian acceleration ∇gN (left panel), the Newtonian
acceleration vector ~gN (middle panel) and the curl of the solenoidal field ∇ × ~σ (right panel) in
QUMOND for a Miyamoto-Nagai disk model with mass parameter MMN = 1, scale height b = 0.5
and scale length a = 1. From the sign of ∇×~σ we infer that the centripetal component of the curl
acceleration is in the opposite direction of the Newtonian acceleration vector ~gN in the disk near
z = 0.
field σ is in the opposite direction to the Newtonian acceleration ~gN . It follows that the
QUMOND modified gravity geometries are cored, using the classification of table I.
Solenoidal field in MOND modified gravity: The arguments above for QUMOND
may also be applied to the solenoidal field ~S of the Bekenstein-Milgrom MOND modified
gravity (note the opposite sign convention!). The curl ∇× ~S may be expressed from either
of the two identities in Eq. 5, using ∇× ~gN = ∇× ~gM = 0 as
∇× ~S = µ′∇gM × ~gM = − ν
′
νg0
∇q × ~q (12)
Due to the axisymmetry, the curl ∇× ~S is again purely in the azimuthal direction We may
argue that the sign of ∇× ~S is in the negative azimuthal direction such that ~S circulates in
the counterclockwise direction by repeating the arguments for QUMOND: At large radii the
solenoidal field is negligible and as we move towards smaller radii we approximate ~q ' ~gN
in the above formula and repeat the arguments above for QUMOND, i.e. near the z = 0
plane the radial acceleration is reduced as compared to that in MOND modified inertia. It
follows that the MOND modified gravity geometries are cored, like in QUMOND, using the
classification of table I. Example numerical solutions of Eq. (4), using the N-MODY code, are
shown in the top left panel of Fig. 3 (coloured dotted curves) as a function of the parameter b
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controlling the departure from the spherical limit. We now discuss these numerical solutions.
B. Numerical Solutions of MOND modified gravity
In order to study numerical solutions of the full MOND modified gravity geometries
in g2-space, it is useful to consider Miyamoto-Nagai potentials which interpolate between
axisymmetric potentials and spherical potentials. The Miyamoto-Nagai potential ΦMN is
given by
ΦMN(r, z) =
−GMMN√
r2 + (a+
√
z2 + b2)2
(13)
where MMN is a mass parameter, b is the vertical scale height, and a is the radial scale length
[38]. In the limit a = 0 the potential is spherically symmetric and reduces to the Plummer
potential. For a 6= 0 the potential is axisymmetric (and symmetric about the z = 0 plane)
and in the limit b = 0 the potential reduces to the potential of an infinitely thin Kuzmin
disk for which the MOND modified gravity solution is known exactly.
However, instead of a single MN model we use a sum of 3 Miyamoto-Nagai potentials
(3MN models) which can be used to approximate the potential of both thick and thin
exponential disks [39], with densities of the form
ρ(r, z) = ρ0 exp (−r/rd) exp (−|z|/z0) , ρ0 = M
4pihzr2d
(14)
where rd the radial scale length, z0 the vertical scalelength. This allows us to compare
numerical solutions of MOND modified gravity to both the Brada-Milgrom approximation
for infinitely thin exponential disks and MOND modified inertia in the spherical limit. The
3MN potentials we use are therefore of the form:
Φ3MN(r, z) =
3∑
i=1
−GMMN,i√
r2 + (ai +
√
z2 + b2i )
2
(15)
We discuss details of the 3MN approximation in the appendix.
As an example we start from an infinitely thin exponential disk galaxy with mass of
M = 1.2 × 1010M and a scalelength of rd = 3.5 kpc and take g0 = 1.2 × 10−10 ms2 . The
corresponding 3MN model parameters M3MN , b = 0, ai,Mi are given in the appendix and
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used to compute the MOND modified inertia gMI curve (solid grey line) and MOND modified
gravity in the Brada Milgrom approximation gBM (dotted black line) in the top left panel
of Fig. 3. By dialling the parameter b up we can make the mass distribution more spherical
with a/b→ 0 the spherical limit (corresponding do increasing the scale height z0 in the thick
exponential disk above) . The colored dotted curves show the full solution of the MOND
modified gravity curve, using the static solver of the N-MODY code for the 3MN models with
increasing values of b from b = 0.3 (blue), b = 1 (orange) to b = 3 (green).
The figure demonstrates the properties discussed previously: The MOND modified inertia
and MOND modified gravity curves coincide at large radii but the MOND modified gravity
curves are more cored at small radii and the core grows in proportion to the departure from
spherical symmetry (as measured by the ratio a/b here) towards the Brada-Milgrom approx-
imation in the thin disk limit a/b→∞. We show the rotation speed curves corresponding
the MOND modified inertia and Brada-Milgrom curves along with the full numerical solu-
tion for b = 3 it the top right panel. Finally it is seen how the approach to zero of the curves
follow the limiting behaviour given in Eq. (8) and Eq. (8). We also note that if we increase
the mass of the disk, such that the accelerations reach the Newtonian regime, simply means
the curves are stretched and the core effect at small radii is less pronounced.
In the bottom left panel we show the corresponding solenoidal field ~S for the b = 3
example. The curl field indeed circulates in the counterclockwise direction. Finally in the
bottom right hand panel of the figure we show the difference between the b = 0.3 and b = 3
curl fields is positive near z = 0 and thus the least spherical potential leads to the biggest
curl field along the z = 0 plane and thus the biggest core effect. We can therefore take the
Brada-Milgrom approximation as a good approximation of MOND modified gravity for thin
disks. For more spherical mass distributions the Brada-Milgrom will overestimate the core
so for a given galaxy we may take the Brada-Milgrom formula and apply it to a thin disk
of equivalent mass to get an upper limit on the core produced by MOND modified gravity
in the galaxy.
In summary we have shown that MOND modified gravity leads to cored g2-space ge-
ometries (and corresponding rotation curves) for isolated galaxies and that the core effect
is then smallest for the most spherical systems like e.g. dwarf spheroidals. MOND modified
inertia, which is also the limit of MOND modified gravity for fully spherical baryonic mass
distributions, lead to neutral geometries.
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FIG. 3: Top left: Centripetal acceleration curves in g2-space of MOND modified inertia (solid
grey curve) and MOND modified gravity in the Brada-Milgrom approximation (black dotted curve)
with acceleration scale g0 = 1.2 × 10−10 ms2 for a 3MN model of an infinitely thin exponential disk
galaxy with M = 1.2× 1010M and a scalelength of rd = 3.5 kpc.The 3MN parameters are given
in the appendix. The dotted colored curves are the full MOND modified gravity solution of the
same model but varying the scale height parameter of the 3MN model b = 3 (green), b = 1 (red)
to b = 0.3 (blue) ( b→ 0 is the disk limit and b→∞ is the spherical limit) Top right panel: The
corresponding rotation curves showing the full MOND modified gravity solution only for b = 0.3.
Bottom left Panel: The corresponding curl field ~S for the b = 3 case showing how the curl field at
z = 0 is opposite in direction to the Newtonian one and reduces the radial MOND modified gravity
acceleration compared to the MOND modified inertia. Bottom right Panel: The difference in curl
fields for the most disk like (b=0.3) and most spherical (b=3) parameter values, showing that the
solenoidal field reduces the radial MOND modified gravity acceleration in the z = 0 plane most
for the most disk-like mass distributions.
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IV. SPARC GALAXY DATA IN g2-SPACE
We now compare MOND models with cuspy and cored rotation curve data in the SPARC
database [40]. Since the geometry of MOND modified gravity is cored relative to MOND
modified inertia it yields worse fits to cuspy galaxies. We can therefore use the fits of
MOND modified inertia to cuspy galaxies to provide a simple upper limit on the goodness
of fit for MOND modified gravity to cuspy galaxies. Conversely from Fig. 3 we can use the
Brada-Milgrom approximation as an upper limit on the maximal cores of MOND modified
gravity. Below we show examples of galaxies where the cores of MOND modified gravity in
the Brada-Milgrom approximation are insufficient. This analysis serves to demonstrate the
quantitative relevance of the cusp-core challenge for MOND.
The summary of our data analysis below follows that in [21]. The SPARC database provides
the observed rotational velocities, vobs(rj,G), as well as the inferred contributions to the
baryonic velocity from the disk, bulge and gas in the galaxy, vdisk(rj,G), vbul(rj,G), vgas(rj,G)
with rj,G the j’th measured radius in the galaxyG. The accelerations gobs(rj,G) and gbar(rj,G),
are then
gobs(rj,G) =
v2obs(rj,G)
rj,G
,
gbar(rj,G) =
|vgas(rj,G)|vgas(rj,G) + Υdisk,G|vdisk(rj,G)vdisk(rj,G)|+ Υbul,G|vbul(rj,G)|vbul(rj,G)
rj,G
,
(16)
where Υdisk,G and Υbulge,G are unitless mass to light ratios. Following [10–12, 40] we will
take the central values Υdisk,G = 0.5 and Υbulge,G = 0.7 including a 25% relative uncertainty
on both δΥ = 0.25Υ. The SPARC data base also provides the corresponding (random)
uncertainties δvobs(rj,G), as well as the uncertainties δiG and δDG on the galaxy inclina-
tion angle iG and distance DG. Following [11] we further adopt a 10% uncertainty on
the HI flux calibration translating into a 10% uncertainty on the gas accelerations, i.e.
δggas(rj,G) = 0.1ggas(rj,G). From these uncertainty contributions we can compute the full
δgbar, δgobs uncertainties
δgobs(rj,G) = gobs(rj,G)
√[
2δvobs(rj,G)
vobs(rj,G)
]2
+
[
2δiG
tan(iG)
]2
+
[
δDG
DG
]2
,
δgbar(rj,G) = gbar(rj,G)
√√√√(δggas(rj,G)
gbar(rj,G)
)2
+
∑
k=disk,bulge
(
v2k(rj,G)δΥk,G
v2bar(rj,G)
)2
,
(17)
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where we note that the inferred gbar(rj,G) are independent of distance DG and inclination
angle iG [12]. We treat the uncertainties δvobs as random Gaussian distributed uncertainties
for each data point while the remaining uncertainties, δiG, δDG, δΥdisk,bulge,G, δggas(rj,G) are
systematic within each galaxy meaning they rescale all data points within a given galaxy in
one direction.
The normalized residuals which enter into the χ2-function, taking into account the errors
in both the observed and baryonic accelerations can be approximated as [41]
R(rj,G) =
(gobs(rj,G)− gMI(rj,G))√
δgobs(rj,G)2 + g′MI(rj,G)2gabs(rj,G)2
(18)
where g′MI(rj,G) =
∂gMI(gbar(rj,G))
∂gbar(rj,G)
is the derivative with respect to the baryonic acceleration.
A. Data comparison in g2-space
On the top left panel of Fig. 4 we show galaxies from SPARC with cored g2-space geometries
(color legend on figure identifies the individual galaxies) along with the modified inertia
model with the interpolation functions in Eq. (6) and with the best fit value g0 = 1.2 ·
10−10m/s2 from [40] (gray and gray dashed lines). The galaxies were selected as cored only
by requiring robs,G > rbar,G and further by having a large χ
2
G value for the fit of data from
each galaxy to the MOND modified inertia curve (6). Below we discuss the fits in more
detail. On the top right panel we show the same for galaxies with cuspy g2-space geometries
selected as cuspy only by requiring robs,G < rbar,G, and again by further having a large χ
2
G
for the fit of the data from each galaxy to the curve in Eq.(6).
On the middle row of panels we then show the predicted MOND modified gravity curves
of the same cored and cuspy galaxies along with the MOND modified inertia curves for
reference. We obtain the MOND modified gravity curves using the Brada-Milgrom approxi-
mation in Eq (9) with gN replaced by the data gbar(rj,G) and with Σ(r) replaced by the disk
surface densities Σ(rj,G) from SPARC.
It is visually clear that the MOND modified gravity curves yield poor fits to both the
cored and cuspy galaxies as we quantify further below. For the cuspy galaxies the MOND
modified gravity is by nature of its cored geometry a worse description than MOND modified
inertia. For the cored galaxies the MOND modified gravity curves are everywhere too close
to the MOND modified inertia limit to describe the cored geometry of the data. In particular
16
the MOND modified gravity curves are more cored for the cuspy galaxies than they are for
the cored ones, because the latter have larger stellar surface mass densities.
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FIG. 4: Top left: Acceleration curves of galaxies from SPARC in g2-space with cored geometry
robs > rbar. Top right: The same for cuspy galaxies with robs < rbar. Also shown on both panels
are the MOND modified inertia curves for the two considered interpolation functions in Eq. (6).
Middle left: The corresponding model curves for the cored galaxies from MOND Modifed gravity
curves using Brada-Milgrom approximation with the gbar and surface density Σ(r) values from
SPARC. Middle right: The same as left but for the cuspy galaxies. For reference also the MOND
modified inertia curve is again shown. Bottom left: The corresponding rotation speed curve data
for two of the cored galaxies, compared to the MOND modified inertia and MOND modified gravity
curves. Bottom right: The same as left for two cuspy galaxies
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On the bottom row of panels we show the corresponding rotation speed curves for two of
the cored and two of the cuspy galaxies compared to the predictions from MOND modified
inertia and the Brada-Milgrom approximation of MOND modified gravity.
In Fig. 5 we show the distribution of normalized residuals R(rj,G) from Eq. (18) of the
SPARC data after quality cuts and the δvobs/vobs < 0.1 cut employed in [10, 11, 40] with
respect to the MOND modified inertia prediction with g0 = 1.2 · 10−10m/s2. The gray
histograms, highlighted with black dots in the midle of the bins, show the residuals of all
SPARC data points at large radii, i.e. with rj,G > rbar,G. These points are seen to follow
the gaussian of unit width superimposed on the figure as expected of a good fit. The
left panel also shows the residuals of data at small radii, meaning rj,G ≤ rbar,G from the
(cored) galaxies with robs,G > rbar,G (red histogram). These residuals are not gaussian but
skewed towards large negative residuals consistent with these points being below the MOND
modified inertia prediction in general, as they are for our example galaxies. This is also what
MOND modified gravity would in general predict they should be, however for our examples
in Fig. 4 the specific cores of MOND modified gravity do not match data well. In the right
panel we also show the residuals of data at small radii rj,G ≤ rbar,G from (cuspy) galaxies
with robs,G < rbar,G (blue histogram). These residuals are skewed towards large positive
residuals consistent with these points lying above the MOND modified inertia predictions
and therefore also above the MOND modified gravity predictions in g2-space. We note that
7 of the galaxies in SPARC with steeply rising (cuspy) rotation curves are starburst dwarf
galaxies where data may not represent the underlying gravitational potential faithfully as
discussed in [42, 43]. However some of those galaxies are eliminated by the data quality cut
employed here and they are not among the galaxies presented in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 5: Left: Distribution of the normalized residuals R(rj,G) in Eq. (18) of SPARC data with
respect to MOND modified inertia with g0 = 1.2 ·10−10m/s2. The gray histograms with black dots
on each bin top shown on both panels are the 1983 SPARC data points at large radii, i.e. rj,G >
rbar,G after imposing the basic quality criteria and δvobs/vobs < 0.1 cut employed in [10, 11, 40].
Also shown on the left panel are normalized residuals of data points at small radii rj,G ≤ rbar,G
from the (cored) galaxies only with robs,G > rbar,G (red histogram). Right: On the right panel we
also show points at small radii rj,G < rbar,G from (cuspy) galaxies only with robs,G < rbar,G (cuspy)
(blue histogram)
B. Model fits to data
To reduce systematic uncertainties in the data before performing quantitative fits of
MOND to the galaxies in Fig. 4 we define the radius of maximum baryonic acceleration in
the data (in analogy with the model rN above ) and acceleration ratios:
gbar(rbar,G) = max{gbar(rj,G)}; gˆobs(rj,G) ≡ gobs(rj,G)
gobs(rbar,G)
, gˆbar(rj,G) ≡ gbar(rj,G)
gbar(rbar,G)
, (19)
These ratios, introduced in [21], eliminate the systematic uncertainties on galactic dis-
tance and inclination angle for gobs and they significantly reduce the systematic error from
gas measurements and mass to light ratios for gbar. The remaining uncertainty contribu-
tions to δgˆbar(rj,G) and δgˆobs(rj,G) following from Eq. (16) are given in [21] and reproduced
in appendix B. Using the acceleration ratios we construct the χ2G of each galaxy compared
to the model acceleration
χ2G =
∑
j,j′
(gˆobs(rj,G)− gˆM(rj,G))V −1jj′ (gˆobs(rj′,G)− gˆM(rj′,G)) (20)
where gˆM(rj,G) = gˆM(gˆbar(rj,G)) is the MOND model prediction with the data point gˆbar(rj,G)
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as input and the inverse variance matrix V −1jj′ given in in appendix B takes into account the
systematic uncertainty from the normalization point common to all acceleration ratios within
a single galaxy. We neglect the uncertainties in gˆbar(rbar,G) which are small compared to
those in gˆobs(rj,G) for most data points as seen in Fig 7 and Fig. 6 where the acceleration
ratios with errors are shown.
Cuspy SPARC galaxies: We first study 3 examples of the cuspy galaxies from the
top right panel in Fig. 4. Their corresponding data curves with errors in the normalized
gˆ variables and after imposing the data cut δvobs/vobs < 0.1 used in [11, 40] are shown in
Fig. 6. Also shown are the MOND modified inertia curves with g0 = 1.2× 10−10m/s2 (solid
gray) and with the best fit value g0,min that minimizes the χ
2
G in Eq. (20) (dashed gray).
Finally the MOND modified gravity model curve using the Brada Milgrom approximation is
shown as points without errors in same colour as data. The uncertainties on gˆbar are indeed
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FIG. 6: Acceleration ratio curves (gˆbar, gˆobs) (points with errors) in gˆ2-space for 3 of the cuspy
SPARC from the right hand panel of Fig. 4, compared to the MOND modified inertia curve with
g0 = 1.2 × 10−10 (gray solid), MOND modified inertia curve with best fit value of g0,min for each
galaxy (gray dashed) and MOND modified gravity in the Brada-Milgrom approximation curves
(points without errors). Also shown are the χ2/dof values of the MOND modified inertia curve
with g0 = 1.2× 10−10.
small compared to those on gˆobs for most points. We can therefore compute the χ
2
G value for
each of these galaxies with respect to MOND using Eq. 20. We give the χ2G value of MOND
modified inertia with g0 = 1.2× 10−10m/s2 fixed [10] in the second row of table II and the
minimum χ2G with the correspondingg0,min value in the third row. As already discussed and
as clear from the figures, the χ2G values of MOND modified gravity will be larger or equal
20
to those of MOND modified inertia quoted.
Cuspy Galaxy χ2G/dof (g0) χ
2
G,min/dof (g0,min)
NGC5907 79(1.2× 10−10) 14.5 (1.4× 10−11)
UGC12506 18(1.2× 10−10) 1.8 (1.5× 10−12)
UGC03580 15(1.2× 10−10) 2.9(∞)
TABLE II: Acceleration ratio curves (gˆbar, gˆobs) (points with errors) in gˆ2-space for 3 of the cuspy
SPARC from the right hand panel of Fig. 4, compared to the MOND modified inertia curve with
g0 = 1.2 × 10−10 (gray solid), MOND modified inertia curve with best fit value of g0,min for each
galaxy (gray dashed) and MOND modified gravity in the Brada-Milgrom approximation curves
(points without errors).
Cored SPARC galaxies We next consider fits of MOND to three of the cored galaxies
shown in g2-space in the top left panel of Fig. 4. The corresponding acceleration ratio curves
are shown in Fig. 7. The χ2G values of these galaxies with respect to MOND modified inertia,
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FIG. 7: The gˆ2-space data points (points with errors) of 3 of the cored SPARC galaxies shown in
the left hand panel of Fig. 4, compared to the MOND modified inertia curve with g0 = 1.2× 10−10
(gray solid), MOND modified inertia curve with best fit value of g0 for each galaxy (gray dashed)
and MOND modified gravity (Brada-Milgrom approximation) curves (points without errors). Note
that most gˆbar uncertainties are small for most cases because the ratios are constructed to reduce
systematic uncertainties. Also shown are the χ2/dof values for the dashed best fit MOND modified
inertia curves.
analogous to those above for cuspy galaxies, are listed in table III. Again we find large χ2G
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Cored Galaxy χ2G/dof (g0) χ
2
G,min/dof (g0,min)
D631-7 3.1(1.2× 10−10) 2.9(∞)
NGC4217 2.9(1.2× 10−10) 1(∞)
IC4202 4.2(1.2× 10−10) 4(1.3× 10−9)
TABLE III: χ2 values for fits of MOND modified inertia to cored galaxy examples. χ2 values with
g0 = 1.2 × 10−10m/s2 fixed are shown in second column and χ2 values for the best fit g0 values
are shown in the third column. As discussed in the text the negligible difference between MOND
modified inertia and MOND modified gravity for these galaxies imply that the chi-square values
for MOND modified gravity are the same to a good approximation.
values for the fits to MOND modified inertia and given the very little difference between this
and MOND modified gravity seen on the figures we can take these values also for MOND
modified gravity.
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V. SUMMARY
In this paper we have employed a new definition of cuspy and cored galactic acceleration
curve geometries, that is applicable to DM and modified gravity models of the missing
mass. Cuspy and cored curves are defined relative to the curves of MOND modified inertia
which we take as a neutral reference and the classification in the space of baryonic and total
accelerations (g2-space) is that proposed in [21]. It is summarized in table I and illustrated
in Fig 1.
Based on this we have elucidated a cusp-core challenge for Modified Newtonian Dynam-
ics which is distinct from the cusp-core problem discussed in the context of DM: MOND
modified gravity leads to cored rotation curves for isolated galaxies as a consequence of the
solenoidal field ~S in Eq. (5). The cored curves from MOND modified gravity models are
most pronounced for galaxies with the most disk like baryonic matter distribution and in
the limit of spherical distributions they reduce to the neutral curves of MOND modified
inertia with the functional relation gtot = gtot(gN). This is shown in Fig. 3, and discussed in
section III. The cored and neutral curves of MOND may be contrasted with e.g. the cuspy
curves from NFW DM density profiles - arising in N-body simulations of DM structure
formation without baryons.
Examples of cored and cuspy acceleration curves in g2-space, and corresponding rotation
speed curves, from the SPARC data base are shown in the top and bottom panels of Fig. 4.
We fit MOND modified inertia and MOND modified gravity to some of these galaxies in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 with the acceleration scale g0 as fit parameter. To eliminate systematic
uncertainties from galaxy distance and inclination angle and reduce the systematic uncer-
tainty from mass to light ratios the fit is performed on ratios of accelerations gˆbar and gˆobs
defined in Eq. (19). As summarized in table II and table III the fits return large χ2 values
and significant variation of the best fit values of g0 between different galaxies. Also these
best fit values of g0 deviate considerably from the value g0 = 1.2 × 10−10m/s2 which was
found in [11] as a best fit to the entire SPARC data set. These deviations are visually clear
from Fig. 4 and is in line with our previous findings that the neutral geometry of MOND
modified inertia, specifically the prediction gtot(rtot) = gtot(rN) is in tension with the full
SPARC data set of ca. 150 galaxies [21], independent of the interpolation function.
Baryonic feedback from supernovae can change cuspy DM profiles into cored ones in some
23
cases [27–29]. In the future, it would be interesting to investigate whether e.g. the external
field effect in MOND or a radial dependence of the mass-to-light ratios impact the cusp-core
challenge for MOND.
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Parameter k1 k2 k3 k4 k5
MMN,1/Md −0.0090 0.0640 −0.1653 0.1164 1.9487
MMN,2/Md 0.0173 −0.0903 0.0877 0.2029 −1.3077
MMN,3/Md −0.0051 0.0287 −0.0361 −0.0544 0.2242
a1/Rd −0.0358 0.2610 −0.6987 −0.1193 2.0074
a2/Rd −0.0830 0.4992 −0.7967 −1.2966 4.4441
a3/Rd −0.0247 0.1718 −0.4124 −0.5944 0.7333
TABLE IV: The parameters used for the 3MN model. Table is taken from [39]
Appendix A: 3MN Model
As discussed in the main text, the sum of 3 Miyamoto-Nagai disks can be used to model
an exponential disk profile using the following procedure [39]. First the single scale lenght
used in all three potentials b is found in terms of the exponential disk scale length Rd and
scale height hz as
b
Rd
= −0.269
(
hz
Rd
)3
+ 1.080
(
hz
Rd
)2
+ 1.092
(
hz
Rd
)
, (A1)
(A2)
The remaining 6 parameters, the 3 mass scale parameters MMN,1, MMN,2, MMN,3 and the
three scale height parameters a1, a2, a3 are found from the equation
parameter = k1
(
b
Rd
)4
+ k2
(
b
Rd
)3
+ k3
(
b
Rd
)2
+ k4
(
b
Rd
)
+ k5. (A3)
with the numerical parameters ki given by The 3MN models found by this table matches
the analytical exponential disk < 1.0% out to 4Rd and < 3.3% out to 10Rd [39]. For our
purposes the 3MN model is convenient because we can use it to interpolate explicitly between
spherical and disk-like matter distributions.
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Appendix B: Uncertainties on acceleration ratios and variance matrix
The uncertainty contributions to δgˆbar(rj,G) and δgˆobs(rj,G) following from Eq. (16) are
δgˆobs(rj,G) =
√
δ1gˆobs(rj,G)2 + δ2gˆobs(rj,G)2
δgˆbar(rj,G) = gˆbar(rj,G)
√
(∆ggas(rj,G))
2 + (∆Υ(rj,G))
2,
δ1gˆobs(rj,G) = gˆobs(rj,G)
(
2δvobs(rj,G)
vobs(rj,G)
)
δ2gˆobs(rj,G) = gˆobs(rj,G)
(
2δvobs(rbar,G)
vobs(rbar,G)
)
∆ggas(rj,G) =
(
δggas(rj,G)
gbar(rj,G)
− δggas(rbar,G)
gbar(rbar,G)
)
∆Υ(rj,G) =
∑
k=disk,bulge
δΥk
(
v2k(rj,G)
v2bar(rj,G)
− v
2
k(rbar,G)
v2bar(rbar,G)
)
(B1)
where we have separated the uncertainty contribution δ1gˆobs(rj,G) which is random for all
points within a galaxy and the contribution from the normalization δ2gˆobs(rj,G) which is a
systematic for all data points within a single galaxy. With these ratios we construct the χ2
of each galaxy compared to the model acceleration
χ2G =
∑
j,j′
(gˆobs(rj,G)− gˆM(rj,G))V −1jj′ (gˆobs(rj,G)− gˆM(rj,G)) (B2)
where gˆM(rj,G) = gˆM(gˆbar(rj,G)) is the MOND model prediction with the data point gˆbar(rj,G
as input and the inverse variance matrix, e.g. [44] is
V −1jj′ =
δjj′
δ1gˆobs(rj,G)2
− δ2gˆobs(rj,G)δ2gˆobs(rj′,G)
δ1gˆobs(rj,G)2δ1gˆobs(rj′,G)2
A−1, A−1 = 1 +
∑
j
δ2gˆobs(rj,G)
2
δ1gˆobs(rj,G)2
(B3)
The second term in V −1jj′ comes from the systematic uncertainties δ2gˆobs(rj,G) introduced due
to the common normalization point. We neglect the uncertainties in gˆbar(rbar,G) which are
small compared to those in gˆobs(rj,G) for most data points as seen in Fig 7 and Fig. 6.
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